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Transformational Supervisor Synthesis for
Evolving Systems ?

Sander Thuijsman ∗ Michel Reniers ∗

∗ Eindhoven University of Technology, Eindhoven, The Netherlands
(e-mail: {s.b.thuijsman, m.a.reniers}@tue.nl)

Abstract: Supervisory controller synthesis is a means to compute correct-by-construction
controllers for discrete event systems. As these systems and their requirements evolve over time,
an updated supervisor needs to be computed each time an adaptation takes place. We consider
the case that a supervisor has been synthesized for a given model, after which this model is
(slightly) adapted. We investigate how we can make use of the previous synthesis result, in
order to more efficiently compute the supervisor for the adapted model. We show how model
deltas can be used to describe the difference between pairs of models. Using the model deltas,
a notion of atomic model adaptations is introduced. For these atomic adaptations, algorithms
are provided to compute the supervisor for the adapted model in a transformational manner
from the previous synthesis result, rather than performing a completely new synthesis. These
atomic model adaptations can be iterated over, to transformationally compute a supervisor for
model deltas containing a number of atomic model adaptations. The efficiency of this method
is evaluated by means of some experiments.

Keywords: Discrete Event Systems, Supervisory Control Theory, Supervisor Synthesis,
Software Product Line Engineering, Delta Modeling, Software Evolution

1. INTRODUCTION

c©2020 the authors. This work has been accepted to IFAC for publication under a Creative Commons Licence CC-BY-NC-ND.

Supervisory control theory, as introduced by Ramadge
and Wonham (1987, 1989), is a model-based approach to
control discrete event (dynamic) systems. Given a plant
model (that defines all possible system behavior) and a
requirement specification (which defines what plant be-
havior is allowed or not), a supervisor can be computed
algorithmically (synthesized) that restricts the plant’s be-
havior so that it is in accordance with the requirements.
Depending on the synthesis algorithm, the supervised sys-
tem has some useful properties by construction, such as
safety, nonblockingness, controllability and maximal per-
missiveness. The usefulness of supervisory control theory
has been shown in literature for varying fields of industry.
Some examples where it is applied to controller design are;
A patient support table of a magnetic resonance imaging
scanner in Theunissen et al. (2014), a waterway lock in
Reijnen et al. (2017), and theme park vehicles in Forsche-
len et al. (2012). Despite the advantages of applying this
technique, and the examples thereof shown in case studies,
industrial acceptance is still scarce. Wonham et al. (2018)
point to the state space explosion as one of the barriers to
industrial acceptance. When the size of the system grows,
the time- and space (memory) required for synthesis grows
exponentially. A common way of dealing with state space
explosion is by applying modular techniques that split
the synthesis problem into smaller sub-problems, such as
presented in Wong and Wonham (1998).

? Research leading to these results has received funding from the EU
ECSEL Joint Undertaking under grant agreement no 826452 (project
Arrowhead Tools) and from the partners national programs/funding
authorities.

We consider the situation as sketched in Fig. 1; A super-
visor has been synthesized for a particular specification
of plant and requirements. Later, a (slight) adaptation is
made to the specification, so that we are going to need
a new supervisor. In state of practice, a completely new
synthesis would be performed on the adapted model. We
investigate how to reuse the initial model and synthe-
sis results, in order to more efficiently synthesize a new
supervisor, while the supervisor’s desired properties are
retained.

The reuse of artifacts during (software) development is
considered in (software) Product Line Engineering (PLE).
Pohl et al. (2005) define: ‘Software product line engineer-
ing is a paradigm to develop software applications using
platforms and mass customisation.’ By reusing domain
artifacts and exploiting product line variability, companies
can employ PLE to increase product individualization,
reduce development costs, reduce time-to-market, and to
enhance product quality. Pohl et al. (2005) point to model-
based software development as an ideal candidate for em-
ploying PLE.
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Fig. 1. Schematic overview synthesis for evolving system.



Within the context of PLE, Schaefer et al. (2012) char-
acterize Delta Modeling as a modular approach to model
the variability of a system using transformations. A model
delta explicitly specifies an adaptation that can be applied
to some base model, in order to form a variant model. A
particular variant model can be obtained by selecting one
or more model deltas and applying them to the base model
one-by-one.

Regarding adaptations that are made to software over
time, Lehman (1996) has defined the laws of software
evolution; these describe what changes typically occur
during a software’s lifetime. The laws themselves have
evolved over the years, but the law of continuing change
has consistently been a part of them. This law states
that a program must continually be adapted, otherwise
it becomes progressively less satisfactory.

In this paper, we investigate the potential reduction of
time effort by performing transformational supervisor syn-
thesis (TSS). This type of synthesis uses a base model, its
synthesis result and model delta to obtain a supervisor for
some variant model, rather than performing a completely
new synthesis on the variant model. Note that in this
problem statement the model delta is unknown before
performing synthesis on the base model. This is a realis-
tic constraint, following from Lehman’s law of continuing
change. In the case of iterative and incremental develop-
ment (Larman and Basili (2003)), system and requirement
definitions will also be adapted during controller develop-
ment. We introduce a supervisor synthesis algorithm that
outputs relevant data that can be used for TSS. We present
a notion for model deltas, that define adaptations made
between two models, and use this notion to identify atomic
adaptations, that are the smallest possible model deltas.
For different types of atomic adaptations, we provide TSS
algorithms that use the data from a previous synthesis to
transformationally compute a supervisor. We show how
we can iterate over these atomic adaptations to trans-
formationally obtain a supervisor when multiple atomic
adaptations specify the difference between any base- and
variant model. These algorithms are then applied in some
experiments in order to analyze their effectiveness.

Related work: Within the research area of discrete event
systems, PLE is mostly considered by the topic of formal
verification or model checking. For example, efficient verifi-
cation of linear-time logic for variability-intensive systems
in Classen et al. (2010) or feature-oriented modular veri-
fication of software product lines in ter Beek and de Vink
(2014). Khan (2013) investigates evolving Algebraic Petri
Nets, how to perform verification on the parts of the
system that are affected by the property that is analyzed,
and how to identify evolutions that require verification.
ter Beek et al. (2016) were the first to apply PLE to
supervisory control. They synthesize a supervisory con-
troller for all possible product configurations given by a
feature model. The output is one controller with multiple
initial locations, were each initial location corresponds to a
product configuration. In contrast to our work, they do not
consider the evolution of a product over time, and do not
transform the supervisor between product configurations.
To the best of the authors’ knowledge, such a supervisor
synthesis approach has not been investigated in literature.

2. PRELIMINARIES

We consider finite automaton A defined as 5-tuple: A =
(X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), where X is the finite set of states, of
which X0 ⊆ X is the set of initial states and Xm ⊆ X
is the set of marked states. Σ is the finite set of events,
also called the alphabet, which is partitioned into sets
of controllable and uncontrollable events, respectively Σc
and Σu. Σ∗ denotes all possible finite strings of events
in Σ. −→ is the finite set of transitions, a transition is
a 3-tuple: (xor , σ, xtar ) ∈ X×Σ×X, where xor and xtar
denote the origin and target state and σ is an event in Σ.
We denote the existence of a transition (xor, σ, xtar) ∈−→
by: xor

σ−−→ xtar . Likewise, the existence of a sequence of
transitions over intermediate states can be addressed by:

xor
s−→xtar , for s ∈ Σ∗.

A state xr∈X is reachable if it can be reached from some
initial state; x0

s−→ xr for some x0 ∈ X0, s ∈ Σ∗. A state
xcr ∈ X is coreachable if it can reach a marked state;

xcr
s−→ xm for some s ∈ Σ∗, xm ∈ Xm. An automaton is

called (co)reachable if all its states can be defined as such.

The synchronous product of automata A1 and A2 is defined
as: A1||A2 = (X1×X2,Σ1∪Σ2,−→A1||A2

, X0,1×X0,2, Xm,1×
Xm,2), where −→A1||A2

is constructed by:

((xor ,1, xor ,2), σ, (xtar ,1, xtar ,2)) ∈−→A1||A2

if σ ∈ Σ1 ∩ Σ2, xor ,1
σ−−→1xtar ,1, xor ,2

σ−−→2xtar ,2

((xor ,1, x2), σ, (xtar ,1, x2)) ∈−→A1||A2

if σ ∈ Σ1 \ Σ2, xor ,1
σ−−→1xtar ,1

((x1, xor ,2), σ, (x1, xtar ,2)) ∈−→A1||A2

if σ ∈ Σ2 \ Σ1, xor ,2
σ−−→2xtar ,2

2.1 Supervisor synthesis

The purpose of applying supervisor synthesis is to generate
a supervisor automaton such that the synchronous product
between the plant automaton and supervisor is reachable,
coreachable, controllable, and maximally permissive. Con-
trollable means that when the plant can execute an uncon-
trollable transition, this transition can also be executed in
the synchronous product between supervisor and plant.
In other words, the supervisor does not stop any uncon-
trollable events from occurring. Maximally permissive says
that these properties are ensured without disabling any
events that don’t strictly need to be disallowed.

In addition to the properties of the supervisor mentioned
above, problem formulations for supervisor synthesis often
include some safety constraint; Along with the plant, some
specification on the plant’s behavior is given, and the
supervisor should restrict the behavior of the plant so
that it is in accordance with this specification. In such a
case, the plant automaton can be modified by, for example,
introducing a non-coreachable sink state. Transitions that
are not in accordance with the specification are redirected
to this sink state. As a result, a safe supervisor can be
obtained by synthesizing a coreachable supervisor for this
modified plant (Flordal et al. (2007)). Therefore, in this
work we will consider synthesizing coreachable supervisors,
without any loss in generality regarding safety constraints.



In Algorithm 1 a supervisor synthesis algorithm is pre-
sented. This synthesis algorithm is based on the algorithm
introduced in Ouedraogo et al. (2011). However, we con-
sider Finite State Automata rather than Extended Finite
Automata for sake of simplicity. We also omitted the use
of forbidden states in the algorithm, for reasons described
above. In case the plant behavior is given by multiple
plant automata, the input automaton for this algorithm
can be obtained by calculating the synchronous product
of the plant automata. The synthesis algorithm iteratively
calculates a set of nonblocking states, that are coreachable,
followed by a set of bad states, that are non-coreachable
or have a sequence of uncontrollable transitions to a non-
coreachable state. The calculation to obtain the nonblock-
ing and bad states is done by the means of a Backwards
Reachability Search (BRS), given in Algorithm 2. The bad
states are removed fromX. The removal of these states can
induce other states to become non-coreachable. Therefore,
the algorithm repeats these steps until no further states
get removed. At this point, the set of remaining states is
defined as good states G, which is the set of states that are
coreachable and do not reach a non-coreachable state by
a sequence of uncontrollable transitions. Then, in order to
generate a reachable supervisor, a Forwards Reachability
Search (FRS) (Algorithm 3) is carried out from the set of
initial states, resulting in states Y . Together, Y , alphabet
Σ, the transitions of A between the states in Y , the
initial states in Y and the marked states in Y define the
supervisor automaton S. The synchronous product of this
supervisor and the plant is reachable, coreachable, con-
trollable and maximally permissive. Next to supervisor S,
the synthesis algorithm outputs good state set G, in order
to facilitate reuse of this set in other computations. Note
that this state set is computed anyways during synthesis,
it is not computed specifically for the facilitation of reuse.

Synthesis effort: Due to the state space explosion prob-
lem, the required time and memory for performing synthe-
sis grows exponentially. In this work, we focus on reducing
the time effort. Alike Thuijsman et al. (2019), we wish to
measure this effort with some deterministic and platform-
independent metric, rather than using wall clock time. We
will consider the amount of times we evaluate a transition
during the BRS or FRS algorithms as time effort of the
synthesis. In the implementation of (line 3 in) these al-
gorithms, all transitions that go to-and-from states in the
state-space that is being searched, get evaluated if their
origin and/or target state are in the set of found states
Xi
ω. Depending on the result of this evaluation, the origin-

(for BRS ) or target state (for FRS ) is added to the set
of found states. Each such evaluation, regardless of the
outcome, is counted. We take the total evaluation count
to represent the time effort of the synthesis.

2.2 Model delta

We can represent any modification from base automaton
A to a variant automaton A′ by a model delta which is
a 10-tuple: ∆A→A′ = (X+, X−, Σ+, Σ−, −→+, −→−,
X+

0 , X
−
0 , X

+
m, X

−
m), which for each of the sets of the 5-

tuple definition of automaton A, defines the added (+) and
removed (−) elements of that set. Σ+ and Σ− are both
partitioned into sets of controllable and uncontrollable
events that are added or removed.

Algorithm 1 Supervisor Synthesis (SS)

Input: Automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm)
Output: SupervisorS=(Y,Σ,−→S ,Y0,Ym), good states G
1: k = 0, X0 = X,−→0=−→
2: repeat
3: Nk = BRS (Xk,Σ,−→k, Xk ∩Xm)
4: Bk = BRS (Xk,Σuc,−→k, Xk \Nk)
5: Xk+1 = Xk \Bk
6: −→k+1=−→k ∩(Xk+1 × Σ×Xk+1)
7: k = k + 1
8: until Xk == Xk−1

9: G = Xk

10: Y = FRS (Xk,Σ,−→k, X0 ∩Xk)
11: S = (Y,Σ,−→k ∩ (Y ×Σ×Y ), X0 ∩ Y,Xm ∩ Y )

Algorithm 2 Backward Reachability Search (BRS)

Input: State set X, alphabet Σ, finite set of transitions
−→, starting set Xα ⊆ X

Output: Transitive closure Xω of −→ on Xα using events
in Σ, if −→ were reversed

1: i = 0, X0
ω = Xα

2: repeat

3: Xi+1
ω =Xi

ω∪{xor ∈X|xor
σ−−→xtar , xtar ∈Xi

ω, σ∈Σ}
4: i = i+ 1
5: until Xi

ω == Xi−1
ω

6: Xω = Xi
ω

Algorithm 3 Forward Reachability Search (FRS)

Input: State set X, alphabet Σ, finite set of transitions
−→, starting set Xα ⊆ X

Output: Transitive closure Xω of −→ on Xα using events
in Σ

1: i = 0, X0
ω = Xα

2: repeat

3: Xi+1
ω =Xi

ω∪{xtar ∈X|xor
σ−−→xtar , xor ∈Xi

ω, σ∈Σ}
4: i = i+ 1
5: until Xi

ω == Xi−1
ω

6: Xω = Xi
ω

Given base automaton A and model delta ∆A→A′ , variant
automaton A′ can be constructed by:
A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′, X ′0, X ′m), where: X ′ = (X∪X+)\X−,
Σ′ = (Σ∪Σ+)\Σ−, −→′= (−→∪−→+)\ −→−, X ′0 = (X0∪
X+

0 )\X−0 , X ′m=(Xm∪X+
m)\X−m.

To create a well-defined variant automaton, the following
constraints apply to the construction of the model delta,
some by substitution of above variant model definitions:

• All removed elements within the model delta, must
exist in the base model: X− ⊆ X,Σ− ⊆ Σ, ...
• All added elements within the model delta, must not

yet exist in the base model:X+∩X = ∅,Σ+∩Σ = ∅, ...
• Elements can not simultaneously be added and re-

moved X− ∩X+ = ∅,Σ− ∩ Σ+ = ∅, ...
• The initial and marked states of the variant model

must exist in its state set: X ′0 ⊆ X ′, X ′m ⊆ X ′
• Transitions must go to-and-from states, by defined

events: −→⊆ X ′ × Σ′ ×X ′

Furthermore, for any pair of automata (A,A′), a model
delta ∆A→A′ can straightforwardly be constructed that
respects above constraints.



3. ATOMIC MODEL ADAPTATIONS

In this section we consider atomic model adaptations,
where the difference between the base- and variant model
can be described by a single, indivisible change in the au-
tomaton specification. We consider several types of atomic
adaptations, e.g., removing a transition, or adding the
marked property to a state. For the different types of
atomic adaptations, we provide a TSS algorithm. The
purpose of these algorithms is to come up with the syn-
thesis result of the variant automaton, using the base
plant automaton, its synthesis result, and model delta. The
algorithms are constructed such that Theorem 1 holds.
The properties of the supervisor ((co-)reachability, control-
lability, and maximal permissiveness) are retained during
TSS.

Theorem 1. Given base automaton A, model delta ∆A→A′ ,
and synthesis result (S,G) = SS (A), each TSS algorithm
provides a supervisor S′ and good state set G′ such that
they are equal to the synthesis result of applying SS to
the variant automaton; (S′, G′)=SS (A′).

Due to space constraints we do not provide the formal
proofs for Theorem 1. Rather, we elaborate on the logical
reasoning applied in construction of the TSS algorithms. In
the following subsections we consider removing or adding
a transition, the initial property, and the marked property
to some state. The cases of removed or added states and
transitions are not discussed as atomic cases, as they do
not impact the synthesis result as an atomic case, e.g., an
added state only influences the synthesis result is there are
added transitions towards it, and a removed event would
induce the removal of all transitions labeled by this event.
These adaptations are taken into account in Section 4.

3.1 Removed transition

For the moment, we consider the case that only a single
transition has been removed from base automaton A to
create variant automaton A′. So all elements in ∆A→A′

are empty except −→− which only contains the transition
(xor, σ, xtar). Algorithm 4 computes the supervisor and
good states for the variant model according to the type
of adaptation that is made. Using a switch statement,
the case of the removed transition is determined by a
number of case conditions, and the corresponding com-
putation takes place for the specific case. For any atomic
adaptation, at most one case condition will evaluate to
true, note that Y ⊆G⊆X. If none of the cases apply to
the adaptation, the default statement is executed. In our
discussion of the algorithm, we will use Fig. 2 to illustrate
different cases of removed transitions. The ellipses around
Y , G, and X represent the states of the respective set, and
some transitions labeled by ei are shown.

For example, we remove transition (xor, σ, xtar) from base
model A, for which xor ∈ X \G and xtar ∈ Y . In Fig. 2, e1
is such a transition. We know that in A, the state xor was
coreachable, as the removed transition existed to a state
in Y . As xor does not exist in the set of good states G, it
must be a bad state. We can reason that the removal of
this transition is not going to make it a good state. Thus,
S and G of the base automaton remain the same for the
variant automaton. This is also observed in Algorithm 4,
as the adaptation leads to execution of line 11.

Algorithm 4 Transformational Supervisor Synthesis for
Removed Transition (TSSRT)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base
supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym), good states G,
removed transition (xor, σ, xtar)

Output: Variant supervisor S′ = (Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m),
good states G′

1: switch (xor, σ, xtar) do
2: case xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ Y do
3: (S′, G′)=SS ((G,Σ,−→\{(xor, σ, xtar)},Y0,Xm∩G))
4: case xor ∈ G \ Y ∧ xtar ∈ G do
5: S′ = S
6: G′ = BRS (G,Σ,−→ \{(xor, σ, xtar)}, Y ∪Xm)
7: case xor 6∈ G ∧ xtar 6∈ G ∧ σ ∈ Σu do
8: (S′′, G′)=SS ((X,Σ,−→\{(xor, σ, xtar)},Y∪X0, G∪Xm))
9: S′ = (Y ′′,Σ,−→′′S , X0 ∩ Y ′′, Xm ∩ Y ′′)

10: default do
11: S′ = S,G′ = G
12: end switch

Let us now consider a removed transition such as e2 in Fig.
2; xor and xtar both were in Y . This case is considered in
lines 2-3 of Algorithm 4. It is possible that due to the
removal of this transition, xor and other states in G might
not be coreachable anymore. However, bad states and non-
reachable states will remain as such. Therefore, a synthesis
is performed for the variant model, only for the states in G
of the base model. As this synthesis is on a reduced state-
set, it will require less effort to perform than a completely
new synthesis on the variant model.

In lines 4-6 of Algorithm 4, a removed transition from
a good state that does not exist in the supervisor to a
good state is considered. Transitions e3 and e4 in Fig.
2 are of this case. Because the origin state is a good
state, but it is not part of the supervisor, it must be
non-reachable. The removal of the transition is not going
to make it reachable, thus the supervisor for the variant
model remains unchanged from the base model. However,
it might be the case that the origin state, and other
states, are not coreachable after removal of the transition.
Therefore a backwards reachability search is performed,
from the supervised and marked states over the original
good states, to find G′ for the variant model.

In lines 7-9 of Algorithm 4, an uncontrollable transition is
removed with origin and target state as not good states,
see e5 in Fig. 2. It is possible that the origin state and
other states were not good states due to the existence
of this transition. We need to perform some additional
synthesis in order to find these states. However, we know
that all good states that have been found already, will
remain good states for the variant model. The same goes
for reachable states. Therefore, the synthesis algorithm
is instantiated with the good states added as marked
states, and the supervised states added as initial states.

XGY

e1

e2
e3 e4 e5

Fig. 2. Sample transitions over state spaces Y , G, and X.



Algorithm 5 Transformational Supervisor Synthesis for
Added Transition (TSSAT)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base
supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym), good states G,
added transition (xor, σ, xtar)

Output: Variant supervisor S′ = (Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m),
good states G′

1: switch (xor, σ, xtar) do
2: case xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ Y do
3: S′ = (Y,Σ,−→S ∪{(xor, σ, xtar)}, Y0, Ym)
4: G′ = G
5: case xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ G \ Y do
6: Y ′ = FRS (G,Σ,−→ ∪{(xor, σ, xtar)}, Y )
7: S′ = (Y ′,Σ, (−→ ∪{(xor, σ, xtar)})∩(Y ′×Σ×Y ′), X0∩

Y ′, Xm ∩ Y ′)
8: G′ = G
9: case xor ∈ Y ∧ xtar ∈ X \G ∧ σ ∈ Σu do

10: (S′, G′) = SS ((G,Σ,−→ ∩((G\{xor})×Σ×G), X0∩
G\{xor}, Xm∩G\{xor}))

11: case (xor ∈X \G∧xtar ∈Y )∨(xor ∈X \Y∧xtar ∈G\Y )
12: (S′′,G′)=SS ((X,Σ,−→∪{(xor, σ, xtar)},Y∪X0,Y∪Xm))
13: S′ = (Y ′′,Σ,−→′′S , X0 ∩ Y ′′, Xm ∩ Y ′′)
14: default do
15: S′ = S,G′ = G
16: end switch

By doing so, this part of the state space does not have to
be searched anymore during the synthesis, which results
in reduced synthesis effort. After performing the synthesis,
these added states are removed from the initial and marked
state sets of the supervisor, so they are coherent with the
plant definition.

3.2 Added transition

In this section, we use the same problem definition as
in Section 3.1, only now a transition is added instead
of removed. So, all elements in ∆A→A′ are empty except
−→+ which only contains some transition (xor, σ, xtar). As
no states are added, the added transition must go to-and-
from states already defined in X.

Algorithm 5 computes the supervisor and good state set
for the variant automaton when a transition is added. The
functioning of Algorithm 5 is similar to that of Algorithm
4. For this reason, we will not discuss this algorithm as
extensively as we did before. We only highlight line 10
of this algorithm, as the approach here is unlike any we
have seen in Section 3.1. The addition of an uncontrollable
transition from a supervised state to a non-good state is
considered here. This means that the origin state is not a
good state anymore, and we wish to remove it from the
variant supervisor. The state is essentially made a sink
state by removing all outgoing transitions from it, and
removing it from the set of marked states in case it was
a marked state. Synthesis is then performed on the state
space spanned by the good states, with the origin state of
the added transition as sink state.

3.3 Adaptation of state property

Now we consider the case that for one state xδ the initial
or marked property is added or removed. Algorithms 6 to
9 consider the cases of an: added initial property, removed
initial property, added marked property, and removed
marked property respectively.

Algorithm 6 Transformational Supervisor Synthesis for
Added Initial Property (TSSAIP)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base
supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym), good states G,
state with added initial property xδ ∈ X+

0
Output: Variant supervisor S′ = (Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m),

good states G′

1: switch xδ do
2: case xδ ∈ Y do
3: S′ = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0 ∪ {xδ}, Ym)
4: case xδ ∈ G \ Y do
5: Y ′ = FRS (G,Σ,−→, Y ∪ {xδ})
6: S′ = (Y ′,Σ,−→∩(Y ′×Σ×Y ′),(Y0∪{xδ})∩Y ′,Xm∩Y ′)
7: default do
8: S′ = S
9: end switch

10: G′ = G

Algorithm 7 Transformational Supervisor Synthesis for
Removed Initial Property (TSSRIP)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base
supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym), good states G,
state with removed initial property xδ ∈ X−0

Output: Variant supervisor S′ = (Y,Σ,−→S ,Y0, Ym),
good states G′

1: switch xδ do
2: case xδ ∈ Y do
3: Y ′ = FRS (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0 \ {xδ})
4: S′=(Y ′,Σ,−→S∩(Y ′×Σ×Y ′),(Y0\{xδ})∩Y ′,Ym∩Y ′)
5: default do
6: S′ = S
7: end switch
8: G′ = G

Algorithm 8 Transformational Supervisor Synthesis for
Added Marked Property (TSSAMP)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base
supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym), good states G,
state with added marked property xδ ∈ X+

m
Output: Variant supervisor S′ = (Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m),

good states G′

1: switch xδ do
2: case xδ ∈ Y do
3: S′ = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym ∪ {xδ})
4: G′ = G
5: default do
6: (S′′, G′) = SS ((X,Σ,−→, Y ∪X0, Y ∪Xm ∪ {xδ}))
7: S′ = (Y ′′,Σ,−→′′S , X0 ∩ Y ′′, (Xm ∪ {xδ}) ∩ Y ′′)
8: end switch

Algorithm 9 Transformational Supervisor Synthesis for
Removed Marked Property (TSSRMP)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base
supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym), good states G,
state with removed marked property xδ ∈ X−m

Output: Variant supervisor S′ = (Y ′,Σ,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m),
good states G′

1: switch xδ do
2: case xδ 6∈ Y do
3: S′ = S
4: G′ = BRS (G,Σ,−→, (Y ∪Xm) \ {xδ})
5: default do
6: (S′, G′) = SS ((G,Σ,−→,X0 ∩G, (Xm ∩G) \ {xδ}))
7: end switch



Algorithm 10 Iterative Transformational Supervisor
Synthesis (ITSS)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, X0, Xm), base
supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym), good states G,
model delta ∆A→A′ = (X+, X−,Σ+,Σ−,−→+,−→−
, X+

0 , X
−
0 , X

+
m, X

−
m)

Output: Variant supervisor S′ = (Y ′,Σ′,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m),
good states G′, variant automaton A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′
, X ′0, X

′
m)

1: S′ = (Y,Σ ∪ Σ+,−→S , Y0, Ym)
2: A′ = (X ∪X+,Σ ∪ Σ+,−→, X0, Xm)
3: G′ = G
4: for all xδ ∈ X+

0 do
5: (S′, G′) = TSSAIP(A′, S′, G′, xδ)
6: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′, X ′0 ∪ {xδ}, X ′m)
7: end for
8: for all xδ ∈ X−0 do
9: (S′, G′) = TSSRIP(A′, S′, G′, xδ)

10: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′, X ′0 \ {xδ}, X ′m)
11: end for
12: for all xδ ∈ X+

m do
13: (S′, G′) = TSSAMP(A′, S′, G′, xδ)
14: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′, X ′0, X ′m ∪ {xδ})
15: end for
16: for all xδ ∈ X−m do
17: (S′, G′) = TSSRMP(A′, S′, G′, xδ)
18: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′, X ′0, X ′m \ {xδ})
19: end for
20: for all (xor, σ, xtar) ∈−→+ do
21: (S′, G′) = TSSAT (A′, S′, G′, (xor, σ, xtar))
22: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′ ∪{(xor, σ, xtar)}, X ′0, X ′m)
23: end for
24: for all (xor, σ, xtar) ∈−→− do
25: (S′, G′) = TSSRT (A′, S′, G′, (xor, σ, xtar))
26: A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′ \{(xor, σ, xtar)}, X ′0, X ′m)
27: end for
28: S′ = (Y ′,Σ′ \ Σ−,−→′S , Y ′0 , Y ′m)
29: A′ = (X ′ \X−,Σ′ \ Σ−,−→′, X ′0, X ′m)

4. TRANSFORMATIONAL SUPERVISOR
SYNTHESIS FOR ANY MODEL DELTA

In this section we will not restrict the model delta to
atomic cases anymore; any model delta of any size is
allowed. Once more, we want to have a TSS algorithm such
that Theorem 1 holds. Algorithm 10 provides an iterative
TSS algorithm, that iterates over adapted initial- and
marked states and single added- and removed transitions
one-by-one. For this purpose, it uses the algorithms intro-
duced in Section 3. Before iterating over these algorithms,
the added states and events are added to the base supervi-
sor and automaton. After the iterations, the set of removed
events is removed from the supervisor, as at this point
no transitions with this event are left in the supervisor,
following from the restrictions specified in Section 2.2.
Algorithm 10 also outputs the variant automaton A′ of
which it produces the synthesis result.

Commonly, the plant description is given by a set of au-
tomata {P1, P2, ..., Pn}. For our synthesis purpose, we take
the synchronous product A=P1||P2||...||Pn, as mentioned
in Section 2. If one of the automata Pi is adapted in
an atomic manner, this might result in the model delta

Algorithm 11 Grouped Transformational Supervisor
Synthesis (GTSS)

Input: Base automaton A = (X,Σ,−→, Xm, X0), base
supervisor S = (Y,Σ,−→S , Y0, Ym), good states G,
model delta ∆A→A′ = (X+, X−,Σ+,Σ−,−→+,−→−
, X+

0 , X
−
0 , X

+
m, X

−
m)

Output: Variant supervisor S′ = (Y ′,Σ′,−→′S ,Y ′0 , Y ′m),
good states G′, variant automaton A′ = (X ′,Σ′,−→′
, X ′0, X

′
m)

1: i = 0
2: S0 = (Y,Σ ∪ Σ+,−→S , Y0, Ym)
3: A0 = (X ∪X+,Σ ∪ Σ+,−→, X0, Xm)
4: G0 = G
5: A′ = (X ∪ X+,Σ ∪ Σ+, (−→ ∪ −→+)\ −→−, (X0 ∪
X+

0 ) \X−0 , (Xm ∪X+
m) \X−m)

6: repeat
7: repeat
8: Compute ∆Ai→A′

9: Compute (Si+1, Gi+1, Ai+1) by iteratively apply-
ing all atomic adaptations of type ∆◦

10: i = i+ 1
11: until Ai == Ai−1

12: Compute (Si+1, Gi+1, Ai+1) by applying a set of
adaptations ∆∼ in ∆Ai→A′ at once

13: i = i+ 1
14: until Ai == A′

15: S′ = (Y i,Σi \ Σ−,−→i
S , Y

i
0 , Y

i
m)

16: A′ = (X ′ \X−,Σ′ \ Σ−,−→′, X ′0, X ′m)
17: G′ = Gi

∆A→A′ to contain many atomic adaptations, due to syn-
chronicity. On top of that, a lot of these atomic adapta-
tions in the synchronous system will be of the same type,
e.g., an added transition in Pi can induce many added
transitions in A. We observe that Algorithm 10 might not
be very efficient when many atomic adaptations need to
be considered. The main issue is the SS ,FRS , and BRS
algorithms repeatedly being called for input sets that are
considerably similar to each other, so transitions will be
evaluated unnecessarily many times. Therefore, we want
to consider some adaptations at the same time as a group,
rather than applying them one-by-one.

We partition the model delta into sets ∆× and ∆◦. ∆×

contains all atomic adaptations that, when applying ITSS,
indirectly require the SS ,FRS , or BRS algorithms. ∆◦

contains all other possible atomic adaptations outside
∆×. When performing TSS, we first want to apply all
adaptations in ∆◦, as we can directly come up with the
supervisor without performing any reachability searches.
If no more such adaptations can be applied anymore, we
partition ∆× into sets of atomic adaptations ∆∼ for which,
if we were to apply ITSS on the adaptations separately, the
same case condition would hold in one of the Algorithms 4-
9. Sets ∆∼ are constructed maximal in the sense that every
atomic adaptation in the model delta for which the specific
case condition holds, is added to the respective set. In
addition to just atomic adaptations, the rationale applied
in Algorithms 4-9 still holds for sets ∆∼. So, we take a set
∆∼, and apply the respective case operation on this set,
rather than doing this for each atomic adaptation one-by-
one. This might influence S and G, and therefore some
adaptations that still need to be applied might now be
of type ∆◦ that weren’t before. Thus, we once more apply



Table 1. Experimental results of performing SS , ITSS , and TSS on five variant models

Model Adaptation description TL′ size ∆TL→TL′ size
SS TL′

trans.
evals.

ITSS
TL→TL′

trans.
evals.

GTSS
TL→TL′

trans.
evals.

TL′1
Reduce capacity of B1 to two
products

|X ′| = 49
| −→′ | = 148

|X−| = 16
| −→+ | = 16
| −→− | = 68

4 467 146 645 3 689

TL′2
Increase capacity of B2 to two
products

|X ′| = 97
| −→′ | = 308

|X+| = 32
| −→+ | = 124
| −→− | = 16

15 955 121 708 11 503

TL′3
Let B1 initially hold one product
instead of zero

|X ′| = 65
| −→′ | = 200

|X+
0 | = 1

|X−0 | = 1
8 089 650 650

TL′4

Add an uncontrollable completion
event to TU, upon which the pro-
duct is send to B2

|X ′| = 65
| −→′ | = 232

|Σ+| = 1
| −→+ | = 32

8 018 4 519 1 924

TL′5
Adapt capacities of B1 and B2 to
two products each

|X ′| = 73
| −→′ | = 228

|X+| = 24
|X−| = 16
| −→+ | = 108
| −→− | = 80

8 795 271 653 9 489

adaptations in ∆◦, and reiterate until all adaptations have
been applied. Algorithm 11 functions as described above,
an example is given below.

Example: ∆A→A′ contains two atomic adaptations, both
are added initial states; xδ,1 ∈G\Y , xδ,2 ∈G\Y . Both of
these atomic adaptations require an FRS, seen in line 5
of Algorithm 6, so they are part of ∆×. As they are both
of the same case (line 4 of Algorithm 6), they are in a set
∆∼ = {xδ,1, xδ,2}. Consequently, these atomic adaptations
will simultaneously be applied by executing line 5 and 6 of
Algorithm 6 for this ∆∼, rather than separately for each
adaptation, so:

Y ′=FRS (G,Σ,−→, Y ∪ {xδ,1, xδ,2})
S′=(Y ′,Σ,−→∩(Y ′×Σ×Y ′),(Y0∪{xδ,1, xδ,2}) ∩Y ′,Xm∩Y ′)

5. EXPERIMENTS

As stated in the previous section, we can deal with any
adaptation, so the TSS algorithm will always find a super-
visor for the variant model. However, there are no guar-
antees that by applying TSS, we will find the supervisor
more efficiently relative to simply performing a completely
new synthesis. Therefore, we perform some experiments to
investigate the potential reduction in computational effort
by applying TSS.

An implementation of the above synthesis algorithms
has been made. We present comparisons for the time
effort of synthesis using five pairs of base- and variant
models. The time effort will be expressed in terms of
transition evaluations, as described in Section 2.1. For each
model pair, the base model is the Transfer Line model as
described in Section 4.6 of Wonham and Cai (2019). In
this model, products are being processed by two machines.
Machine M1 takes products from the environment, and
processes them. After processing, M1 places the product in
buffer B1, which can hold up to three products. Machine
M2 takes products from B1, processes them, and places
them in buffer B2, which can hold only one product.
Test unit TU takes products from B2, and tests them.

If the product is accepted, it is released from the system.
If the product is rejected, it goes back to B1. M1, M2,
and TU start by a controllable event, and terminate
by an uncontrollable event. Same as in Wonham and
Cai (2019), M1, M2, and TU are modeled by plant
automata and B1 and B2 as requirement automata. The
synchronous product over all automata is taken. A sink
state is introduced, to which uncontrollable transitions are
created whenever one of the requirement automata blocks
an uncontrollable event, per Definition 12 of Flordal et al.
(2007). The resulting base automaton TL has 65 states and
200 transitions. Supervisor synthesis (Algorithm 1) for this
base automaton requires 8219 transition evaluations.

Five variant automata, TL′1 to TL′5, have been generated
by making adaptations to TL as shown in Table 1. Adap-
tations to buffer capacity are done by adding- or removing
states in the requirement automata, and consequently
adding and removing transitions to these states. It can
be observed that for TL′1, even though states have been
removed, some transitions have been added. These are new
transitions towards the sink state, which initially went
to states where the buffer held three products. For the
adaptation to generate TL′4, an uncontrollable transition
is added from the processing state of TU to its idle state.
This event is also added to B2, which will synchronously
increment the number of present products when the event
occurs. For each of the variant automata, the number of
states and transitions, as well as the sizes of the nonempty
sets in the model delta ∆TL→TL′ , are given in Table 1.

For each variant model, a supervisor has been synthesized
three times. First doing a completely new synthesis by
applying SS given in Algorithm 1, the second and third
by using the synthesis result of the base automaton and
applying ITSS (Algorithm 10), and GTSS (Algorithm 11)
respectively. For each model, the three synthesized super-
visors have the exact same automaton specification. For
each of the syntheses, the number of evaluated transitions
are shown in the right three columns of Table 1.

We observe that in some cases applying ITSS requires
much more transition evaluations than applying SS . This



was already addressed in Section 4, and led to the in-
troduction of the GTSS algorithm. In most of the ex-
periments the GTSS algorithm requires less transition
evaluations than SS . These results show that the time
effort of performing synthesis can be reduced by applying
this method. However, from the experiment of TL′5, it
can be seen that applying GTSS is not necessarily more
efficient than SS . Currently, we have no way to tell whether
GTSS or SS is going to be more efficient before both
syntheses have been performed. Note that the efficiency
of the TSS algorithms will be influenced by the order
in which the adaptations are applied, this has not been
optimized for the experiments. As the algorithms have
been implemented as inefficient prototypes in Matlab, no
representative statements about wall clock time of per-
forming the syntheses can be given.

6. CONCLUSIONS

Supervisory controller synthesis is a means to compute
correct-by-construction controllers for discrete event sys-
tems. As these systems evolve over time, we want to be able
to efficiently generate a supervisor each time the system is
adapted. We consider the case that a supervisor has been
synthesized for a given base model, after which this base
model is adapted to some variant model. Model deltas can
be used to describe the difference between the base- and
the variant model. A notion of atomic model adaptations
is introduced, where the model delta can be described by a
single, indivisible change in the automaton specification of
the model. For these atomic model adaptations, algorithms
are provided to compute the supervisor for the variant
model in a transformational manner. The atomic model
adaptations can be iterated over to transformationally
compute a supervisor for any model delta that contains
a number of atomic model adaptations. It is discussed
why, and shown in experiments that, only purely iterating
over these atomic adaptations is not efficient. Therefore
a method is presented where groups of adaptations are
considered. By means of experiments, we show that in
some cases this method of TSS requires less time effort
than performing a new synthesis on the variant model.

Future work: We note that for TSS some additional com-
putational work might be required, compared to other syn-
thesis techniques, which is not expressed in the transition
evaluation metric. It is of interest to investigate whether
implementations of TSS are possible without requiring a
significant amount of additional work. At the moment we
have no way to tell if TSS will be more efficient than simply
performing a new synthesis. A method that predicts if
this is the case may be valuable. Moreover, perhaps it is
possible to have a TSS algorithm that is guaranteed to
require less effort than a new synthesis.
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